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Abstract 

The paper presents a systematic literature review investigating definitions, uses, and application of 

data-driven design in the concept development process. The analysis shows a predominance of the 

use of text mining techniques on social media and online reviews to identify customers’ needs, not 

exploiting the opportunity granted by the increased accessibility of IoT in cyber-physical systems. 

The paper argues that such a gap limits the potential of capturing tacit customers’ needs and 

highlights the need to proactively plan and design for a transition toward data-driven design. 
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1. Introduction 

The increasing computational capabilities and the sensible reduction of the technological barriers for 

data collection and analysis have been two of the main enablers for the digitalization process that has 

highly affected ways of life and industrial businesses in recent years. The potential of data science in the 

design and development of new products and systems is increasingly acknowledged by practitioners and 

researchers (Kim et al., 2017). In this context, the term Data-Driven Design (DDD) is often associated 

with the use of any kind of data science algorithm supporting in some way a specific phase of the 

product development process. While the use of data science algorithms to create surrogate models is an 

established practice in detailed design since several years (see for Jeong et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2007; 

Akram et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011), the same cannot be said for the other stages of the product 

development process. This paper presents a systematic review of the scientific publications proposing the 

use of DDD methods in the ‘concept development’ stage of the product development process as 

described by Ulrich and Eppinger (1995). The research question addressed in the paper is: “How are 

Data-Driven Design methods currently used in the concept development stage, and what are the major 

data sources and data science algorithms applied in this context?” To answer this question, research 

publications have been analyzed with particular attention to the source of the data and the data science 

algorithm proposed, in order to provide a complete picture of the research contributions in DDD, 

highlighting established areas of contributions and emerging trends. Based on the results of the analysis, 

emerging research opportunities for DDD in concept development have been described, together with 

the proposal a narrower definition of what should be considered a DDD method. 

The paper begins by describing the method applied for the systematic literature review, concerning a 

first screening of research contributions applying DDD methods in product development and the 

consequent categorization to identify those applied in conceptual design. Section 3 presents a 
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summary of the papers identified in the review categorizing them into the different stages of the 

concept development process. Section 4 discusses the status and trends for DDD in conceptual design 

and section 5 draws the final conclusions. 

2. Research approach 

This work is based on a systematic literature review in the field of DDD, based on the procedures 

described by Kitchenham et al. (2009). This was followed by a process of data analysis based on 

results categorization and trend analysis. The systematic review was conducted first identifying the 

contributions in the whole product development process, to focus on a second step on selecting those 

related to the conceptual design stage. The SCOPUS database was selected as being one of the widest 

and most complete databases of peer-review scientific literature. The following research string was 

used in the search engine: TITLE-ABS-KEY (“data driven” OR “data intense” OR “big data” OR 

“machine learning” OR “data mining” AND “product development” OR “engineering design” OR 

“service development” OR “concept design” OR “design space exploration” OR “fuzzy front end” OR 

“preliminary design” OR “concept development”) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, “ENGI”)) AND 

(LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “cp”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “ar”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, 

“English”). The string was defined with the intent to include a large number of synonyms identified by 

investigating the more recurrent keywords related to data science and engineering design. In order to 

confine the research to a specific area of contribution and avoid an excessively heterogeneous set of 

data to analyze, the search was deliberately limited to conference papers and journal articles written in 

English and in the subject areas of “Engineering”. The sample, therefore, excluded all the publications 

in the field of data science, business management, and marketing which did not have any explicit 

connection to the engineering topic. An exception to the last rules was made by including the 

proceeding of the International Design Conference to the dataset. The choice was made based on the 

author’s consideration of the conference to be highly relevant in the engineering design field despite 

being indexed in the subject area “Mathematics” in the search engine SCOPUS. The first round of 

search in the database was run at the end of August 2019 and rendered 591 articles, of which 588 from 

the search string and 3 from the International Design Conference. The 591 articles were screened by 

reading titles and abstracts and those outside the scope of the research were excluded. To be qualified 

as a relevant paper each article needed to deal with a topic in the engineering design field and to 

feature an application, or a proposed application, of a data science algorithm. Double hits happened on 

two occasions and duplicates were eliminated. The screening of relevant articles rendered a selection 

of 116 papers, which was expanded to 127 after the recommendation received during the review 

process. 

2.1. Categorization and mapping of the selected articles 

The analysis of the resulting 127 articles happened in two stages. In the first stage, each full article 

was read and the content briefly summarized in one or two sentences containing the main objectives 

of the work. Each article was categorized on the basis of the stage of the product development 

process in which it was contributing. The product development process as proposed by Ulrich and 

Eppinger (1995) was adopted as a reference, thus the article was categorized either as “planning”, 

“concept development”, “system-level design”, “detailed design”, “production and ramp-up”. An 

additional category named “overall process or framework” was added to address those papers not 

specifically referring to a defined stage, rather taking a more high-level perspective on DDD 

approaches. Additionally, the “concept development” phase was expanded by adding the following 

subcategories “identify customers’ needs”, “establish target specification”, “generate product 

concept”, “select concept”, “test concept”, “set final specification”, “plan downstream development”, 

“early design space exploration”. The latter subcategory, not present in the Ulrich and Eppinger’s 

model, was added to reflect a trend in recent articles to run early design space exploration in concept 

development. The second stage of the analysis consisted of repeating the reading of the full text of 

the articles to verify the correctness of the initial categorization. Additionally, each paper was 

mapped on a table indicating the source of the data used in the DDD application and the method used 

for the data analysis. 
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3. Results from the review 

This section provides an overview of the categorization of the 127 publications obtained as a result of 

the systematic review process. Figure 1 shows the number of publications falling in each category. 

Concept development proved to be the most discussed product development phase featuring 52 

papers. The second most discussed category, 29 papers, concerned the development of overall 

processes and framework for DDD, but not proposing any specific application of data collection and 

analysis. 

 
Figure 1. Focus on the product development process of the 127 research contributions  

identified in the systematic review 

The planning stage and the detailed design stage featured respectively 24 and 15 papers, while system-

level design only 7. It has to be noted that no paper was categorized as production and rump-up. 

Figure 2 presents the number of publications for each category adding a time perspective. The term 

Data-Driven Design (DDD) was first coined in 1995 by Domazet et al. (1995) in their work defining 

event-condition-action rules to create dynamic product models in databases. Five years later the 

academic discussion about the role of data science in engineering design started with the work by 

Kusiak and Tseng (2000) describing the first prototyped application of a data mining algorithm to 

generate, select and validate a solution. Subsequent works by Agard and Kusiak (2004) and by Kusiak 

and Smith (2007) proposed respectively a data mining methodology for the analysis of functional 

requirements in product families and an overall analysis of the potential areas of investigation for data 

mining in product and production development. Concurrently, Menon et al. (2004, 2005) described the 

potential of using text mining on databases for product development. However, despite this early 

interest on DDD and some scattered contribution along the years (e.g. Rönher et al., 2010; Cheung et 

al., 2011), the research focus on DDD has radically increasing in the last four year as evident in Figure 

2 (it has to be noted that the figure shows partial data for the year 2019). It is of particular interest to 

highlight the increased efforts in developing processes and framework for DDD in the last years (the 

green area in Figure 2), while the research focus on DDD for system-level design and detailed design 

shows to be quite stable in the last ten years. 

 
Figure 2. Distribution of the selected papers based on the area of contribution and year of  

publication (data up to the end of August 2019) 
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The publications focusing on concept development shows a constantly increasing trend since 2014. 

DDD for product planning shows occasional publications along the years with an increase to 6 

publications in 2018 and 6 in 2019 (partial data). 

A further level of analysis concerned the understanding of which type of data have been used to build 

DDD models. Each paper was analyzed to define the source of data on the basis of the data analysis. 

The analysis presented in this paper focuses on the concept development stage and the following 

subsection narrows the analysis considering the different substage of concept development. 

3.1. Data-driven design for concept development 

The concept development is the phase in which the needs and the target markets are identified, different 

product concepts are generated and assessed, and decisions are made to promote one or more concepts to 

further development (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995). As shown in Figure 1, the concept development stage 

is the phase in which most of the research contributions on the DDD topic were found. For each 

contribution, a sub-category has been assigned as described in section 2.1. A summary of such division 

is shown in Figure 3, highlighting that the majority of contributions concerned the identification of 

customers’ needs. The main contributions to costumers’ needs identification are here described in section 

3.1.1, while the main contributions in the other sub-categories are described in section 3.1.2. 

 
Figure 3. Number of applications of DDD in the different sub-phases of concept development  

3.1.1. Data-driven design to identify customers’ needs 

The identification of customers’ needs is the focus of 32 papers identified during the systematic review 

spanning from 2008 to 2019. The analysis revealed a predominant use of text mining techniques (19 

over a total of 32) applied of social media and online reviews (17 over a total of 32) with very little focus 

on historical data on real data collected by sensors. This trend becomes even more evident focusing the 

analysis on the use of specific data source and analysis methods by unique authors, that means, counting 

multiple contributions of a single main author using the same type of analysis on the same type of data 

source as a unique contribution. This analysis, although not giving credits to authors publishing multiple 

works in the same field, gives a picture of the diffusion and popularity of the different approaches in the 

research community. Figure 4 shows, on the left-hand side, a summary of the source of data used for 

DDD application, and, on the right-hand side, which methods have been used for the analysis. Clear 

trends are also present analyzing the literature from a time perspective. The use of A-priori algorithms is 

central in the first contributions exploring the use of data science for needs identification. Professor Shu-

Hsien Liao, together with a number of co-authors, published between 2008 and 2010 five papers in 

which A-priori algorithms were used to investigate customers’ needs based on customers’ purchase data 

in a variety of situations (e.g Liao et al., 2008a, 2008b). The same approach for analysis was later used 

by Zhang et al. (2010) to mine historical design data and by Bae and Kim (2011) on the design of a 

digital camera, combining the results with the application of a C5.0 algorithm creating decision trees 

based on customers’ surveys. From 2014 researchers increasingly focused on extracting needs from 

online reviews and social media. The application of text mining on social media data has been initially 

proposed to automatically identify innovative customers (Taurob and Tucker 2014) as well as to quickly 

identify lead users (e.g. Pajo et al., 2014, 2015). 
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Figure 4. Sources of data (on the left side) and method of analysis (on the right side) for DDD  

application for needs identification applying the concept of unique contribution 

Online reviews were first used by Wu et al. (2014) to analyze product usability, and increasingly 

became the data source of customers’ needs in the most recent years (e.g. Zhang et al., 2019). Building 

on the increasing diffusion of cyber-physical systems, Ghosh et al. (2017) applied a framework for 

cyber-emphatic design, collecting through embedded sensors the data of the interaction between the 

product and the users to later analyze them through structural equation modeling. A second example 

of using usage data collected through sensors comes from Lützenberger et al. (2016) focusing on 

better understanding how customers use washing machines in order to improve the design 

requirements for the next generation of designs. 

3.1.2. Data-driven design in the other stages of concept development 

In the other stages of concept development, including establishment of target specification, generate of 

product concepts, select concepts, concept testing, set final specification, plan downstream 

development, and early design space exploration, the source of data considered, and the type of 

method applied for data analysis changes sensibly compared to needs identification. Concepts 

descriptions and the results from early simulations are the main sources of data, while a lot of different 

techniques for data analysis are employed, with the classification through decision trees being the 

most frequently used (see Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Sum of the type of source of data (on the left side) and method of analysis (on the  

right side) for DDD application in concept development (excluding needs identification) 

Keivanpour and Ait Kadi (2018) and Li and Wang (2010) used historical design data to established 

target specifications thought respectively neural network and rough set theory and decision tree. A 

different approach was taken by Chowdhery and Bertoni (2018) mining the second-hand online 

purchase data to set targets for the new machine to be designed. The descriptions of previous product 

concepts is a frequently used source of data for the generation and selection of new concepts, either 

through applying mathematical modeling (Zhang et al., 2017), step-forward and path-track (Chen et al., 

2019), or text mining (Georgiou et al., 2016). The latter method of analysis is also used by Wodehouse 

et al. (2018) on a database of patents. Similarly, Song et al. (2017) and Venkataraman et al. (2017) 

applied network analysis on patens databases to be used as stimuli on concept ideation. Finally, Ahmed 
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and Fuge (2018) also applied bisociative information networks on an online database of ideas to foster 

concept generation. To test new concepts Vale and Shea (2003) applied inferential statistical analysis to 

the description of concepts, while Garg and Tai (2014) collected data from prototypes and analyzed 

them through genetic programming and artificial neural network. Early simulations have been run to 

collect data for a preliminary design space exploration using decision trees to build surrogate models for 

concept development (Tucker and Kim, 2009; Bertoni et al., 2018; Du and Zhu, 2018; Bang and Selva, 

2016). Alternatively, such data have been also analyzed by self-tuning spectral clustering by Morris and 

Seepersad (2018). Finally, to set the final concept specifications Alkahtani et al. (2019) applied text 

mining and artificial neural network to warranty database, while Georgiou et al. (2016) applied 

regression analysis from data derived from the descriptions of the concepts. 

4. Data analysis and discussion 

In their editorial on the Journal of Mechanical Design, Kim et al. (2017) have described DDD as an 

opportunity granted by the increased diffusion of cyber-physical systems and concurrent reduction of 

technological barriers for data collection and communication. The application of data science in cyber-

physical systems in not new in the engineering field. Smart devices and sensors have been 

successfully deployed in a variety of contexts: from predicting failures, to running preventive 

maintenance, to providing driving assistance, and performing fleet management (see for instance 

Murthy et al., 2002; Tango and Botta, 2013). Such applications consist of introducing data collection 

and monitoring capabilities in existing systems to optimize the system performances or output. 

However, the analysis of the articles identified in this review shows that the integration of data science 

as a discipline supporting the development of new concepts has not reached the same level of 

maturity. The analysis of the literature presented in section 3 shows a clear predominance of 

publications integrating data science in the needs’ identification phase of concept development. 

Among those, the majority make use of text mining on data collected from social media and online 

reviews, apparently in contrast with the argumentations positioning DDD as a response to improved 

access to IoT in cyber-physical systems. The predominance of analysis based on social networks and 

online customers’ reviews can be justified by the relatively easiness to access the data: those are often 

freely created by the customers thus their analysis, mostly based on text mining, marginally impacts 

the costs for a company developing products. However, literature on needs identification (e.g. 

Bergström et al., 2008) shows that using an available dataset that has already been elaborated by the 

customers does not allow to elicit “tacit” needs, not directly perceived as relevant by the customers. 

Collecting and analyzing data from the product, rather than from the customers’ perception of its use, 

could grant the discovery of unexpected behaviors, allowing the identification of needs of which the 

customer is unaware (such as proposed by from Lützenberger et al., 2016, and Ghosh et al., 2017). 

However, the regular collection of data from a product or a system, either in real-time or at defined 

intervals, requires a proactive initiative from the manufacturer, facing setup costs, maintenance cost, 

and cost for dealing with customers’ privacy. In other words, it is necessary to proactively plan and 

design a system to allow DDD implementation. The analysis presented shows that such applications 

are still far to be a consistent reality for collecting needs in concept development. As highlighted by 

Parraguez and Maier (2017) and Bertoni et al. (2017), there is a need to make visible and evident the 

value that such integration could have in the product development process. 

Such a situation is not only limited to needs identification. As shown in Figure 5, in the other sub-phases, 

where the contact with the customers is not present, internal concept descriptions and results from early 

simulations are often the major sources of data. Such data are internally produced by the company, but 

not for the specific goal of using them in DDD models. In other words, the large majority of the 

applications of DDD in these contexts are based on data, and documents, that would be produced 

anyway. Exceptions to this can be found in the increased focus (5 papers between 2016-2018) on 

creating early design simulations for multidisciplinary value investigation, rather than as optimization 

method, and in the systematic investigation of patents database to support concept ideation. 

From the perspective of engineering practices, although not claiming to have an evident direct impact, 

this literature review highlights the need for engineering practitioners to have access to a structured 

approach to proactively plan for the implementation of DDD methods to make the best use of data and 
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information communication technology in concept development. This is in agreement with the 

increasing number of publications focusing on the development of DDD processes and framework as 

shown in Figure 2 (e.g. Arnarsson et al., 2017). 

From the perspective of contributing to the product development theory, the analysis raises the need 

for a clearer definition of what shall be considered as a DDD approach. This implies both the 

consideration of the nature and origin of the set of data used for the analysis, and of the type of 

analysis applied to them, either based on data science or on traditional statistics. About the latter, the 

analysis shows that the border between the two fields is often difficult to define in practice, with data 

science commonly referring to multi-disciplinary applications to support decision making and 

statistics referring to the use of quantifiable models to represent data. The author argues that the 

novelty and originality of DDD rely on more than the statistical representation in quantifiable models 

of a set of data, but implies the consideration of the multi-disciplinary perspective of decision making 

in engineering design. In practice, the development of DDD models should account for decision-

making dynamics including the need for data visualization, exploration, and trade-off. Furthermore, 

the increasing development of cyber-physical systems raises the need to consider the unexploited 

opportunities of DDD approaches to support design decisions through the constant acquisition and 

analysis of data from the usage phase of a product, enabled by the integration of information 

communication technologies. The review showed a limited number of tentative applications of DDD 

models based on data acquisitions from sensors on product and prototypes, opening for a wider range 

of opportunities for the design process, and calling for further development of DDD models. About 

these opportunities, literature has highlighted how product-service systems might be keener to the 

application of DDD methods than traditional products because granting a higher possibility to monitor 

the usage during the lifecycle (Bertoni and Bertoni, 2019). Although recognized as relevant, the role 

of product-service systems is not discussed in the frame of this paper which intended to limit the 

discussion on the cross-pollination between engineering design and data science, so to contribute in 

building the theoretical background of the DDD concept in engineering design. Additionally, the paper 

does not claim to provide a 360-degree picture of the research directions in the field of DDD, rather 

such reflections are focused on the opportunities introduced by the falling technological barriers for 

data collection and analysis of behaviors and performances of cyber-physical systems. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper has presented the results of a systematic literature review investigating definitions, uses, and 

application of data-driven design in the concept development process. The review has identified 127 

scientific contributions that have been categorized based on their use in different product development 

stages. The analysis has focused on the concept development stage, systematically describing the DDD 

applications by investigating the source of data and the analysis methods used in the different 

approaches. The results of the analysis showed a predominance of the use of text mining techniques on 

social media and online reviews to identify customers’ needs, and a variety of approaches applied in the 

other stages of concept development. The results appear to be not aligned with the theory describing 

DDD approaches as a natural response to the opportunity granted by the increased diffusion of cyber-

physical systems and increased accessibility of data science and information communication technology. 

The paper argues that the presence of such a gap in engineering concept development limits the potential 

of capturing tacit customers’ needs. It highlights the need for product development engineers to 

proactively plan and design for a transition toward DDD that encompasses the direct collection and 

analysis of data for the usage phase of products, rather than applying traditional analysis methods on 

already available data. The work presented is part of a wider research effort investigating trends and 

opportunities for DDD in the product development process but, due to practical reasons, the analysis 

presented in the paper has been limited to the concept development stage. 
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